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Art Matters

Creative cultural forms
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of all kinds.
Many cities and nations have had centuries of look          
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unconventional and some that are conventional, such as
galleries and dedicated arts venues. Our installed pub   $   <      
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sculptures for the annual exhibit spots all over our com$ &   Y #   
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local forests, particularly in the Monument Preserve.
While the trees have been here longer than any of us,
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The ancient trees are greatly endangered by the ill$       
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here, have sacred meanings and sacred origins, and must
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a broader region of the Rocky Mountains and the spirit
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Ute Sacred Prayer Trees
in Monument Preserve
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side of the Monument Preserve, and there are many of
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meaningful forms. Although some people today may not
understand the mystery behind the trees as fully as the
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are important living cultural artifacts to be protected and
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Preserve, right here in our area, and they are looking
for helpers and volunteers. The group can be reached at
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Call for artists
Tri-Lakes Center for the Arts" `Visions of
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Above: A Ute Indian Prayer Tree is easily seen
from the path on the east side of the Monument
Preserve. Orange coloring in the bark denotes
that it is hundreds of years old, and ponderosas
can live to be 600 to 800 years old. Photo by Janet Sellers.
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gmail.com or 719-649-4241.
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Snapshots of Our Community
Lions contribute to TLC, Nov. 28 Monument Open House, Nov. 30

Above: The El Paso County Tri-Lakes Lions Club presented a $3,000
contribution to Tri-Lakes Cares (TLC) in support of its Healthy Choices
Diabetes Prevention program on Nov. 28. Pictured, from left, are Peter Pintus
of the Tri-Lakes Lions, Executive Director Haley Chapin of TLC, Development
Manager Christine Bucher, and Dave Prejean, Tri-Lakes Lions president.
Lions Clubs, also known as “The Knights of Sight,” is a worldwide service
organization focused on assisting with vision challenges, including the Lions
Clubs program KidSight for K-3 early vision screening and to help identify
and resolve childhood and adult vision issues. We would love to chat with
new volunteers in our Tri-Lakes community interested to come help everyone
see into a better future. Our Lions Club International mission is simple: ”We
Serve!” See www.e-clubhouse.org/sites/elpasoctl/ for more information. Photo
courtesy of Gordon Reichal.

Above: On Nov. 30, the Monument Planning Commission hosted a Community
Open House at the Tri-Lakes Chamber of Commerce to invite the public to
provide their opinions on how Monument should grow. The event, which was
open from 4 to 7 p.m., featured display boards on tables that lined the meeting
room. Members of the committee working to update the Town of Monument
Comprehensive Plan were on hand to staff each display and answer any
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to guide the update process, along with a 15-member Community Advisory
Group of individuals from other community organizations, including the LewisPalmer Board of Education and the Triview Metropolitan District. Attendees had
the opportunity to ask questions, review survey results and maps, and add their
own comments and suggestions on the display. A presentation summarizing
the plan review and update process is available on the Town of Monument
website at http://www.townofmonument.org/departments/comprehensive-plan/
along with a copy of the 2003 version of the Comprehensive Plan. Additional
community meetings are planned for January, with a completion target of the
end of February. Photo by Jackie Burhans.

